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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

The increase in energy prices and the demand to reduce carbon emission is attracting the attention to the implementation and 
integration of diverse heating technologies such as heat pumps, solar energy, gas boilers, CHP and electric heaters. Heating 
applications for integrated technologies include district heating, domestic small-scale applications and commercial large-scale
buildings.  Energy from flooded coalmines and water from other sources could also play an important role in improving energy 
efficiency of heating and cooling systems. Stratified thermal storage and hot water tanks are likely to become key to energy 
efficient heating, particularly when implementing a mix of technologies. A stratified hot water tank, and even natural stratified
reservoirs, are expected to play an important role in the integration of several heating technologies that operate efficiently at
different levels of temperature with reduced implementation cost. This paper discusses the new innovative technology to improve
stratification, namely ‘the water snake’, and an automated test rig to evaluate the new stratification method for energy utilisation 
using energy storage of hot water. A fully computerised system is used to evaluate the performance. The results clearly indicate
that the test rig has been successful for the automated testing of the technology. Moreover, the results show that the water snake 
as a new technology for stratification is successful in minimising mixing and turbulence inside the thermal energy storage. The
results prove that the technology could be implemented for a wide range of applications to enhance the efficiency of heating 
systems  in buildings as well as district heating and cooling applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is a technology used to store the thermal energy for later time use in buildings and 
industrial processes. The technology is used for heating and cooling applications and power generation. The TES 
systems can assist in balancing the energy demand and supply, reduce peak demand, energy consumption, CO2 
emissions as well as cost [1].  

Thermal storage systems are already widely used with solar thermal systems so that the heat can be used after 
sunset.  They are also used for heat pumps and boilers. They can be used to enhance the hot or cold storage buffer 
tank and also they can be used to enhance the stratification of the water in flooded coalmines to reduce underground 
water mixing between the water intake and return [2, 3].  Hence, there is an increasing market for large stratified 
thermal storage systems as they allow inputs from different heat sources to be combined and used for heating and 
cooling applications. 

 “Stratification” is the intention to heat, or cool, two or more horizontal layers to different temperatures.  
Typically, the lower 60% of a thermal store is heated to an appropriate temperature for space heating with the top 
40% being at a temperature high enough for the hot water preparation.  The less mixing there is between fluids at 
different temperatures, the more efficient the stratification is. 

The stratification is found to be efficient not only for the water storage tank but for the whole system linked to it.  
For example, for a solar collector, it has been found that the thermal stratification decreases the temperature at the 
collector inlet which increases its efficiency as well as it decreases the operation cycle of the secondary source of 
energy [4]. The stratification is becoming an effective factor for both commercial and environmental reasons. 
Stratified tank will keep the hot water for longer time and then reduces the heating and reheating processes, which 
are costly and wasteful to the environment. Several parameters influence thermal stratification. One of those 
parameters is the location of the inlet, which is more important than the outlet. This means that the inlet fluid should 
be entered to the suitable height  [5]. Therefore, the methods that improve the supplying process of the water to the 
right level inside the thermal storage is vital.  One of the methods proposed to improve the stratification inside the 
thermal energy storage is by using a thin flexible tube, named as the water snake. The water snake moves up and 
down according to the temperature and the density of water entered into the tank placing it in the right layer where 
temperatures and densities are the same. Furthermore, the technology could also be implemented on a larger scale 
for open loop geothermal heating and cooling systems using water from flooded coalmines and large water 
reservoirs as energy storage buffers [2, 3]. This means the water snake could be implemented to reduce mixing in 
temperature between the water inlet and outlet, hence improving the efficiency of the system. 

1.1. THE WATER SNAKE CONCEPT 

The Water Snake is a radically new method for minimising mixing and turbulence of water entering a stratified 
thermal store. It is a highly flexible thin walled tube which is fixed and sealed to the feeding line into the vessel.  
The open end is free to float within the vessel such that it will rise or drop to a position of neutral buoyancy. Thus, 
the end of the snake will move to the right temperature level equal to the temperature of water flowing in the snake 
hence reducing any mixing between different temperature levels [6]. Fig. 1 outlines the basic principle of the water 
snake movement inside a thermal tank. The water snake will move to the proper layer of water that its temperature 
and density identical to the temperature and the density of the supplied water. The water snake is connected to the 
inlet pipe with its other end left open and free to float within the vessel such that it will rise or drop to a position of 
neutral buoyancy as shown in Fig. 1. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.egypro.2017.12.257&domain=pdf
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1. Introduction 

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is a technology used to store the thermal energy for later time use in buildings and 
industrial processes. The technology is used for heating and cooling applications and power generation. The TES 
systems can assist in balancing the energy demand and supply, reduce peak demand, energy consumption, CO2 
emissions as well as cost [1].  
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sunset.  They are also used for heat pumps and boilers. They can be used to enhance the hot or cold storage buffer 
tank and also they can be used to enhance the stratification of the water in flooded coalmines to reduce underground 
water mixing between the water intake and return [2, 3].  Hence, there is an increasing market for large stratified 
thermal storage systems as they allow inputs from different heat sources to be combined and used for heating and 
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For example, for a solar collector, it has been found that the thermal stratification decreases the temperature at the 
collector inlet which increases its efficiency as well as it decreases the operation cycle of the secondary source of 
energy [4]. The stratification is becoming an effective factor for both commercial and environmental reasons. 
Stratified tank will keep the hot water for longer time and then reduces the heating and reheating processes, which 
are costly and wasteful to the environment. Several parameters influence thermal stratification. One of those 
parameters is the location of the inlet, which is more important than the outlet. This means that the inlet fluid should 
be entered to the suitable height  [5]. Therefore, the methods that improve the supplying process of the water to the 
right level inside the thermal storage is vital.  One of the methods proposed to improve the stratification inside the 
thermal energy storage is by using a thin flexible tube, named as the water snake. The water snake moves up and 
down according to the temperature and the density of water entered into the tank placing it in the right layer where 
temperatures and densities are the same. Furthermore, the technology could also be implemented on a larger scale 
for open loop geothermal heating and cooling systems using water from flooded coalmines and large water 
reservoirs as energy storage buffers [2, 3]. This means the water snake could be implemented to reduce mixing in 
temperature between the water inlet and outlet, hence improving the efficiency of the system. 

1.1. THE WATER SNAKE CONCEPT 

The Water Snake is a radically new method for minimising mixing and turbulence of water entering a stratified 
thermal store. It is a highly flexible thin walled tube which is fixed and sealed to the feeding line into the vessel.  
The open end is free to float within the vessel such that it will rise or drop to a position of neutral buoyancy. Thus, 
the end of the snake will move to the right temperature level equal to the temperature of water flowing in the snake 
hence reducing any mixing between different temperature levels [6]. Fig. 1 outlines the basic principle of the water 
snake movement inside a thermal tank. The water snake will move to the proper layer of water that its temperature 
and density identical to the temperature and the density of the supplied water. The water snake is connected to the 
inlet pipe with its other end left open and free to float within the vessel such that it will rise or drop to a position of 
neutral buoyancy as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.  A schematic diagram that shows the movement of the water snake to the proper water layer that match the inlet water temperature. 

Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram of the automated experimental test rig developed to evaluate the new 
technology (Water Snake) for stratified hot water, as configured for the first run of the machine.  Further circuits 
could also be added to simulate space heating and domestic hot water preparation using a plate heat exchanger.  
These will both include a Water Snake to return water into the tank. The technology could also be used to enhance 
stratification in open loop systems for using water from flooded coalmines and underground reservoirs with heat 
pumps for heating and cooling applications. 

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the automated experimental test rig 

The automated test rig is programmed to circulate the water from/to the water storage tank. The water will be 
drawn as required from any level of water within the tank. The drawn water will be either heated up using the heater 
coil or introduced without heating and then returned to the tank to investigate whether the new technology of using 
the water snake can feed the inlet water to the exact layer of water inside the tank. Fig. 3 shows an actual water 
snake in two positions. The end open of the water snake moved to the layer of water that have the same density and 
temperature of the supplied water. 

Evaluation of the stratification process inside the TES is carried out using either density approach or temperature 
approach [7]. In this paper, for the evaluation of the stratification and consequently the performance of the water 
snake as a novel technology, the temperature approach is used. Therefore, a multiple temperature sensors have been 
fitted on the sidewall of the tank to probe the temperature of layers of water up to sixteen layer. 

4 Author name / Energy Procedia 00 (2017) 000–000

Fig. 3. The snake in the middle position where water from the bottom of the tank is heated to a temperature equal to that in the middle portion of 
the tank (a) ; and the snake in the top position when the top layer was being heated such that the returning water was hotter than that at the top of 

the tank (b). 

2. THE EXPERIMENT WORK 

This section will discuss the full details of the experimental work including the automated test rig structure and 
the condition monitoring system and control used to run the experiments. 

2.1. The Water Snake 

The Water Snake consisted of a length of 12" (circa 30.5 cm) circumference 200 gauge (50 microns) 
polyethylene lay flat tubing.  One of the purposes of the equipment is to test different materials and dimensions to 
optimise the effectiveness of the technology. 

2.2. The Water Storage Tank 

To reduce the cost of the system a 650 litre upright Medium-density polyethylene (MDPE) water tank is used in 
this work, see Fig. 4 (a) The plastic tank is modified to create a double-layered transparent front window to monitor 
and video the water snake. Due to the high temperature involved, a wooden structure was designed to give the 
plastic tank the necessary mechanical support and insulation. The tank is filled to a depth of about 1,130 mm with 
cold water.  This went up by about 20 mm during the test due to thermal expansion. 

2.3. The Automated Experimental Rig 

The experimental test rig comprises a hot water storage tank with clear polycarbonate window, pump, pipes, 
control system based around Technische Alternative UVR1611 controllers, electric boiler, temperature sensors, and 
the Water Snake, see Fig. 4 (a). 

2.4. The controllers (UVR1611) 

The control system for the test rig implemented two UVR1611 controllers (Fig. 4 (b)) coupled with a CMI data 
logger over CAN bus. These are made by Technische Alternative and Winsol is the software used to display the data 
retrieved from the data logger. 
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2.5. The PT1000 Sensors 

The PT1000-sensor is used for accurate temperature monitoring applications. It is simple to use in many 
applications because of its simple linear relationship of the resistor and temperature. It is widely used in industrial 
application for temperature monitoring, control, and switching. Two PT1000 sensors are implemented to measure 
the flow through the electric boiler using standard Technische Alternative pipe sensors.  Sixteen HeraeusTO92 PT 
1000 KL sensors sealed to a glass fibre rod are used to measure the temperatures in the tank.  The lowest sensor 
(T16) is roughly 40 mm from the bottom of the tank.  The sensors are spaced at 70 mm intervals with the top one 
(T1) at 1,090 mm. 

Fig. 4. The automated test rig (a),  the two UVR1611 controllers (b) and pipes and instrumentations work (c). 

The first UVR1611 controls the circulating pump and 4 off 3kW stages in the electric boiler.  This also measures 
the temperatures of the water being drawn from the tank (T18) and the heated water being returned through the 
water Snake (T17).  The temperatures in the tank are measured by sixteen PT1000 sensors connected to the 2nd 
UVR1611 (T1 to T16).  Each has only 16 inputs so it has been necessary to use two controllers.  In the present test 
only the plumbing required for heating the tank is present and the valves used to select one of the two levels to draw 
out the water are chosen manually. The first initial preparation test is primarily intended to demonstrate the test rig 
and to heat it above its range of expected working temperatures, 20° C - 80° C.  The fluid in the tank is fresh water 
with some corrosion inhibitor added.  As the water had not been previously heated, some air bubbles came out of 
solution and this lifted the snake above the target level during part of the test.  Never-the-less, a reasonable degree of 
stratification has been achieved under the circumstances. 

3. RESULTS

Following the experimental work, the data collected from multiple experiments, have been processed using 
Matlab. A Matlab intelligent image processing code has been developed to detect the movement of the water snake 
form the videos recorded during the experiments. Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 show the temperature measured across the tank 
using the sixteen temperature sensors fitted vertically on the side of the tank. Fig. 5 is for the temperature measured 
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prior the use of the water snake while Fig. 9 is for the temperature across the tank after using the water snake. The 
figures show that the stratification has significantly improved when the water snake is used to supply the tank with 
hot and cold water. The water snake kept the water stratified and supplied each water into the exact layer that 
matches its temperature.  

Fig. 5. The poor stratification process without the water snake. 

It can be seen clearly in Fig. 6 that the figure shows that when we supply either hot water or cold water without 
using the water snake, the supplied water will substantially dominate the whole temperature of the water inside the 
storage tank. As it could be seen from the figure, the temperature across the tank did not differ much when the water 
snake is not used. While when the snake is used, the hot water moved to the top of the tank without mixing with the 
cold water and the cold water moved to the bottom of the tank without mixing with the hot water and at the end we 
had a perfect stratified water storage tank. 

Fig. 6. Line  (A) is the temperature across the tank when the water snake is used; while lines  (B) and  (C) are the temperatures without the water 
snake.
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2.5. The PT1000 Sensors 
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(T16) is roughly 40 mm from the bottom of the tank.  The sensors are spaced at 70 mm intervals with the top one 
(T1) at 1,090 mm. 

Fig. 4. The automated test rig (a),  the two UVR1611 controllers (b) and pipes and instrumentations work (c). 

The first UVR1611 controls the circulating pump and 4 off 3kW stages in the electric boiler.  This also measures 
the temperatures of the water being drawn from the tank (T18) and the heated water being returned through the 
water Snake (T17).  The temperatures in the tank are measured by sixteen PT1000 sensors connected to the 2nd 
UVR1611 (T1 to T16).  Each has only 16 inputs so it has been necessary to use two controllers.  In the present test 
only the plumbing required for heating the tank is present and the valves used to select one of the two levels to draw 
out the water are chosen manually. The first initial preparation test is primarily intended to demonstrate the test rig 
and to heat it above its range of expected working temperatures, 20° C - 80° C.  The fluid in the tank is fresh water 
with some corrosion inhibitor added.  As the water had not been previously heated, some air bubbles came out of 
solution and this lifted the snake above the target level during part of the test.  Never-the-less, a reasonable degree of 
stratification has been achieved under the circumstances. 

3. RESULTS
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Matlab. A Matlab intelligent image processing code has been developed to detect the movement of the water snake 
form the videos recorded during the experiments. Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 show the temperature measured across the tank 
using the sixteen temperature sensors fitted vertically on the side of the tank. Fig. 5 is for the temperature measured 
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prior the use of the water snake while Fig. 9 is for the temperature across the tank after using the water snake. The 
figures show that the stratification has significantly improved when the water snake is used to supply the tank with 
hot and cold water. The water snake kept the water stratified and supplied each water into the exact layer that 
matches its temperature.  

Fig. 5. The poor stratification process without the water snake. 

It can be seen clearly in Fig. 6 that the figure shows that when we supply either hot water or cold water without 
using the water snake, the supplied water will substantially dominate the whole temperature of the water inside the 
storage tank. As it could be seen from the figure, the temperature across the tank did not differ much when the water 
snake is not used. While when the snake is used, the hot water moved to the top of the tank without mixing with the 
cold water and the cold water moved to the bottom of the tank without mixing with the hot water and at the end we 
had a perfect stratified water storage tank. 

Fig. 6. Line  (A) is the temperature across the tank when the water snake is used; while lines  (B) and  (C) are the temperatures without the water 
snake.
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Fig. 7. Four images for the water snake in different positons during the experiment. 

Fig. 7 shows how clearly that the snake moves from one layer to another based on the supplied water 
temperature. The images A to D in Fig. 7 are illustrated in on graph in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. The movement of the water snake inside a fully stratified tank (a); and  a 3D representation for the stratification inside the tank after using 
the water snake (b). 

Fig. 8 (a) is for the path drawn by Matlab code for the snake movement. This path represents the open end of the 
snake. The figure shows clearly how the water snake has led the supplied water to its correct destination layer that 
exactly matches with its temperature and density of the supplied water. This experiment started by supplying a cold 
water to the storage tank that was already stratified. The snake supplied the water to the bottom of the storage tank. 
After that, a hot water of above 90 °C has been supplied to the storage tank. The water snake has immediately in few 
seconds moved up quickly to the highest level of the tank to supply that hot water to the top of the tank. While the 
supply of the hot water continued for almost 120 seconds, the water snake stayed up there in stable condition. Once 
the supplied water changed to a colder water of about 75 °C, the water snake moved quickly to that layer of water 
that matched the same criteria. Some turbulence in the snake movement can be noticed in this section however, the 
snake remained in that layer and at the end settled in it. The stratification is clearly shown in the Fig. 8 (b) which is a 
3D representation of the water temperature inside the tank. 
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Fig.9 shows the records of the temperature across the height of the tank taken for one complete hour (3600s) 
using the sixteen temperature sensors. The figure shows that the stratification process is successful using the water 
snake. As it can be seen in the figure, the first part, there was no stratification at all the temperature of the water in 
the tank ranged from 50 – 55 °C. After few minutes, the stratification started to appear clearly, whereas, the water 
snake used to supply hot water to the tank. 
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Fig.9. The progress of the stratification in an hour using water snake. 

One more experiment has been carried out to confirm the previous results. This time the experiment run for a 
longer time with changing the supplied water temperature. Fig.10 below shows the level of the water snake’s 
movement inside the tank, which was full of cold water at the beginning. The temperature of the water inside the 
tank was ranging from 20 to 25 °C. The experiment continued for more than three hours. The sequence of events for 
the test was as follows: 
 13:43 - Brief test to ensure the system including pump and heater stages were working correctly.  This put a little 

heat into the top of the tank. 
 16:09 - Test started drawing water from the bottom of the tank. 
 16:47 - Draw off point changed from the bottom to 800 mm. 
 18:15 - System starts shutting off heaters as layer approaches its target of 70° C. 
 18:31 - Draw off point dropped to 480 mm with a new set point of 45° C, the three heaters stages come on again. 
 18:41 - The last heating stage drops out and the layer starts to stabilise. 
 18:45 - The set point for the heating is set high to ensure the heating restarts and all three stages remain on.  The 

draw off point is changed back to 800 mm.  This causes the Snake to rise to the top again. 
 18:48 - The draw off point is dropped back to 480 mm causing the snake to go back to the lower position. 
 18:52 - The draw off point is raised to 800 mm again.  Snake rises to top. 
 18:55 - The draw off point is dropped to the bottom of the tank. Snake drops down again. 
 19:04 - The draw off point is raised to 800 mm again.  Snake rises to top. 
 18:08 - The draw off point is dropped to the bottom of the tank and the target progressively dropped to 35° C.  

The snake drops back down low again. 
 18:25 - The last heat stage turns off leaving the pump to circulate without further heat. 
 21:19 - The pump is stopped, the test has finished. 
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Fig.9 shows the records of the temperature across the height of the tank taken for one complete hour (3600s) 
using the sixteen temperature sensors. The figure shows that the stratification process is successful using the water 
snake. As it can be seen in the figure, the first part, there was no stratification at all the temperature of the water in 
the tank ranged from 50 – 55 °C. After few minutes, the stratification started to appear clearly, whereas, the water 
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One more experiment has been carried out to confirm the previous results. This time the experiment run for a 
longer time with changing the supplied water temperature. Fig.10 below shows the level of the water snake’s 
movement inside the tank, which was full of cold water at the beginning. The temperature of the water inside the 
tank was ranging from 20 to 25 °C. The experiment continued for more than three hours. The sequence of events for 
the test was as follows: 
 13:43 - Brief test to ensure the system including pump and heater stages were working correctly.  This put a little 

heat into the top of the tank. 
 16:09 - Test started drawing water from the bottom of the tank. 
 16:47 - Draw off point changed from the bottom to 800 mm. 
 18:15 - System starts shutting off heaters as layer approaches its target of 70° C. 
 18:31 - Draw off point dropped to 480 mm with a new set point of 45° C, the three heaters stages come on again. 
 18:41 - The last heating stage drops out and the layer starts to stabilise. 
 18:45 - The set point for the heating is set high to ensure the heating restarts and all three stages remain on.  The 

draw off point is changed back to 800 mm.  This causes the Snake to rise to the top again. 
 18:48 - The draw off point is dropped back to 480 mm causing the snake to go back to the lower position. 
 18:52 - The draw off point is raised to 800 mm again.  Snake rises to top. 
 18:55 - The draw off point is dropped to the bottom of the tank. Snake drops down again. 
 19:04 - The draw off point is raised to 800 mm again.  Snake rises to top. 
 18:08 - The draw off point is dropped to the bottom of the tank and the target progressively dropped to 35° C.  

The snake drops back down low again. 
 18:25 - The last heat stage turns off leaving the pump to circulate without further heat. 
 21:19 - The pump is stopped, the test has finished. 
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Fig.10. The movement of the water snake inside a tank from cold water to fully stratified water (a) and the temperature profile of the sixteen 
temperature sensors, T01– T16  (b). 

Fig. 10 (a) shows the temperature from the sixteen temperature sensors. The figure shows clearly how the 
temperature of the water layers have variated after using supplying water of different temperatures using the water 
snake. (b) The temperature profile of the sixteen temperature sensors (T01 – T16). 

4. Thermal Images 

Thermal images of the front side of the tank have been taken using FLIR B200 thermal camera. The images 
showed a clear stratification of the tank after using the water sank. Fig.11 presents one of multiple images taken 
throughout the experiment. It shows how the tank is fully stratified. 

Fig.11: Infrared thermal image of the fully stratified tank taken after using the water snake. 

5. Conclusion 

Stratification of water energy storage systems is currently attracting the attention of researchers and industry due to 
the need to improve energy efficiency and reduce running costs. Stratification has significant benefits for a wide 
range of systems including the ones that use a mixed-technology approach such as using a combination of solar 
energy, gas boilers, electric heaters and heat pumps. Also the technology could have a wider use in open loop 
systems for extracting energy from flooded coalmines and energy storage reservoirs. The use of flexible low density 
tube, the water snake, has been described in this paper. An automated system is used to test the capability of the 
technology. The use of the automated test rig has been found successful in evaluating the water snake technology. It 
has proved that the water snake is working perfectly in supplying the water to its exact layer that matches its 
temperature and density, hence achieving a high level of stratification.
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6. Future work 

Future work will include the development and testing of the system in residential and commercial environments 
were different technologies for heating are integrated such as solar, thermal heat pump and boiler. It will also 
include carrying out experimental work on the same rig to evaluate the use of two or more water snakes in one tank 
and supplying water from two or more different sources with different temperatures. The use of different types of 
material for the water snake and carrying out comparative studies to evaluate the best material that will optimise the 
performance of the water snake will be also investigated. The effect of the length of the water snake and the size of 
the tank will be investigated in the future. Finally, the use of the water snake in open loop energy systems from 
flooded coalmines will be investigated further to evaluate the suitability of the technology for such applications. 
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